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Important information

This presentation has been issued by Longreach Alternatives Limited ABN 250 828 52364 AFSL 246 747 (“Longreach”).

This document is not an offer of securities or financial products, nor is it financial product advice. As this document has been prepared without taking account of any investors’
particular objectives, financial situation or needs, you should consider its appropriateness having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs before taking any
action. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.

Although specific information has been prepared from sources believed to be reliable, Longreach offer no guarantees as to its accuracy or completeness.
The information stated, opinions expressed and estimates given constitute best judgement at the time of publication and are subject to change without notice. This document
describes some current internal investment guidelines and processes. These are constantly under review, and may change over time. Consequently, although this document is
provided in good faith, it is not intended to create any legal liability on the part of Longreach or any other entity and does not vary the terms of a relevant disclosure statement.

This document is for adviser, research house ,dealer group researchers and wholesale investors use only and is not for use with retail investors.

Past performance is not an indicator of future results. All dollars are Australian dollars unless otherwise specified. All indices are copyrighted by and proprietary to the issuer
of the index.

The information contained in this document does not constitute investment advice. In cases where information contained in this document derives from third parties,
Longreach accepts no liability for the accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of such information, although Longreach only uses data that it deems to be reliable.
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Are you missing something?
Are your clients missing something?

• US university endowments allocate
between half and two-thirds of their
portfolios to alternatives1

• By 2020, global assets in alternative
investments are projected to grow from
$10 trillion today to US$18.1 trillion2

• The Future Fund in Australia has
allocated nearly a half of its portfolio to
alternatives

• Liquid alternatives climbed from €34 billion in 2008 to
€305 billion in 2014 (a jump of nine times in six years)

• There has been an annualised growth at the rate of 30% in
alternative UCITS assets since the GFC 3

1Source: Financial Standard, ‘The Power of Alternatives’, 24 August 2015. 2Source: PWC, Strategy&, ‘Alternative investments: It’s time to pay attention’, March 2015. 3Source: Preqin, ‘The European Alternative 
UCITS Industry’, Q1 2015; AIMA, ‘Alternative UCITS – A hedge fund alternative for European investors?’, Q3 2014. 
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Current Market Conditions

Slowing growth

Monetary policy 
divergence

Record low bond 
yields

Heightened 
volatility

Given this environment of uncertainty... … what can we be certain of?

• Traditional asset classes are likely to remain volatile

• Heightened downside risk is causing many clients to reduce their
risk appetite at the expense of their return potential

• Uncorrelated portfolio returns, increased diversification, income
stability and liquidity are some of the attributes investors are
seeking

• Institutional Investors, Super Funds and Sovereign Wealth
Funds are increasing their Alternatives exposure

➢ What does it mean for you?

For illustrative purposes only. The views expressed in this slide are those of  LongreachAlternatives. Information should not be considered investment advice.
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Where do Alternative investments fit in?
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The key potential benefits of alternative investments 

Low correlation to 
traditional assets

Access to asset 
classes not 

available on 
public markets

Range of liquidity 
profiles

Potential for low 
volatility

• It’s time for us to rethink our long-standing beliefs around traditional portfolio construction and take a closer look at
alternatives

Alternative strategies 
can help solve for the 

twofold problems of… 

high equity market volatility 

low fixed income returns 
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How can You access Alts for your clients?
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• Platforms and Managed account systems have historically struggled to offer Alts to advisers

• This is changing – some platforms for example are now carving out wholesale fund menu’s for sophisticated investors.

• But… contrary to common belief, retail investors are able to access similar liquid alternative fund-style strategies with
lower fees, greater transparency and higher liquidity
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Summary

• Many investors portfolios were not sufficiently diversified during the Global Financial Crisis

• Alternative investments have the potential to diversify portfolios and hence limit downside risk due to low and even

negative correlations to traditional asset classes

• Alternative investments can also be cyclical and themselves need to be diversified

• More and more retail investors are following the lead of institutions and actively allocating to Alternative

investments

• We believe it is time to re-think common perceptions of Alternatives as an asset class (you may be surprised!)
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Contact Information

Head Office – Sydney

Level 13

1 Margaret Street

Sydney NSW 2000

Tel: +61 2 9418 0487

• Samuel Mann – CEO

E-mail: smann@longreachalternatives.com
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